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From 17
th

 to 20
th

 of July, Artcurial will 

highlight the most beautiful pieces gathered together by 

the Collector timepiece, Jewellery and Vintage Hermès 

Departements. These prestigious auctions, hosted by 

Artcurial’s Deputy Director François Tajan, represent yet 

another opportunity to reveal rare, surprising and beautiful 

objects to a perspicacious and discriminate clientele, in the 

magnificent setting of Hôtel Hermitage. 

 

This summer auction will undoubtedly prove exceptional as 

it also includes the second edition of Temps est Féminin, a 

one-of-a-kind auction dedicated to ladies’ timepieces or 

the presentation of a stunning diamond and emerald Harry 

Winston necklace, estimate €800,000 – 1,000,000 / 

$960,000 – 1,200,00. Also, the very first Monegasque 

edition of the « Stylomania » auction, dedicated to rare 

pens.  

 

This season, the auction house has invited Sarah Andelman 

co-founder of colette and now head of consultancy firm 

Just an Idea, to establish the editorial selection of the 

prestigious auction. To capture every aspect of the project, 

she commissioned Koto Bolofo a photographer who 

exhibited at colette in 2012, who staged the selected 

pieces.  

 

 

« The great quality and diversity of the selected pieces 

will undoubtedly enthral the ever-growing 

international crowds at our Monaco auctions. » 

 

François Tajan, 

Deputy Director, Artcurial SAM 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Follwing participations from Elie Top, Sandrine Merle, Pierre 

Hardy and Alexandra Golovanoff, Sarah Andelman, lthe 

famous buyer of concept store colette, steered her avant-

gardist gaze on the selection of pieces offered by Artcurial 

this summer. She selected as artistic companion the 

photographer Koto Bolofo, who exhibited at colette in 2012, 

to stage her favourite pieces.  

 

I loved the encounter with the pieces that were unfamiliar 

to me, to hear their story, to be seduced by each and every 

director of each department.  

 

I simply followed my instinct, while finding a balance 

between by heart and the key pieces, to correctly represent 

the full catalogue.  

 

 

I immediately thought of Koto Bolofo, he knows how to 

show everything in its best light! I first thought about 

pieces delicately “placed” in the Tuileries or any exterior, 

then Koto came up with the fruit and vegetable idea. We 

had a great time creating these unions of colours and 

shapes.  

 

I loved the little Cartier trumpet, the Hermès padlock bag 

and the little Piaget watch we paired with the aubergine. 

 

Not yet… but ì will soon! 

 

 

Koto Bolofo, born in South Africa in the late 1950’s is a 

brilliant self-taught photographer who discovered his 

passion in London in the 1950’s while studying in art 

school. Noticed by Condé Nast, who admired his talent and 

his particular style, his shots are published in prestigious 

magazines such as Vogue, Vanity Fair and Numéro. Colette 

devoted an exhibition to his work 2012. 

Wednesday 18
th

 July at 2:30 pm 

Thursday 19
th

 July at 2:30 and 7pm  
 

 



 
 
 

The auction, always highly anticipated by Monegasque 

clientele will yet again reveal the treasures that Julie 

Valade, Director of the Jewelry department, has gathered 

from around the world. Cartier Boucheron, Van Cleef & 

Arpels jewellery, great names of the Place Vendome, will 

shine beside talented jewellers such Boivin, the Italian 

Codognato or even the American Harry Winston. 

 

 

 

« All periods of the history of Jewellery will be 

represented from Art Nouveau with the Vever broach 

to modern art with César and Arman, finishing with 

contemporary pieces by Cartier or Graff, and creators 

such as Loree Rodkin or MW. Every auction has its 

own revelations, this time my heart skipped a beat for 

the 1970’s especially for the magnificent turquoise or 

coral and diamond Van Cleef & Arpels pendants » 

 

Julie Valade, Director   

Jewellery Departement  

 

 

Amongst the most eagerly anticipated lots, a sumptuous 

Harry Winston Diamond and emerald necklace, estimate 

€800,000 – 1,000,000 / $960,000 – 1,200,000. Also, Van 

Cleef & Arpels creations from the 1960’s and 70’s, 

including an incredible set comprising an 18k yellow gold 

and platinum necklace and bracelet articulated with spiral 

and knotted disks, set with brilliant-cut diamonds 

surrounding a turquoise cabochon. Cartier will be well 

represented with a delightful selection ranging from the 

gold and platinum bodice clip representing an onyx 

diamond and enamel hand circa 1950 to a very rare 1927 

brocade clutch with a yellow gold, mother-of-pearl, 

enamel, lapis-lazuli, carnelian diamond and malachite 

mount, estimate €15,000 – 20,000 / 18,000 – 24,000. 

 

Also to be noted, exceptional gemstones will be offered 

including emeralds, sapphires and diamonds of every 

colour, such as a 3.07 cts Fancy Light Bluish Green diamond 

ring estimate €180,000 – 200,000 / $212,000 – 235,000 or a 

fabulous 6.12 cts intense yellow diamond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Tuesday 17th July at 6 pm  

 

This season, the Collector Timepiece Department launches 

three days of Monegasque sales with almost 

250 men’s watches. A session that is particularly anticipated 

as it brings together two specific high-end collections 

ranging from antique watches to contemporary timepieces 

from the greatest names of the Swiss watchmaking (Rolex, 

Omega, Vacheron Constantin, IWC, Panerai et Breguet…). 
 

 

« The 17
th

 July Timepiece auction will particularly 

delight collectors of men’s watches, with a vast 

selection of both vintage and modern pieces.  

However, 18
th

 July will be solely dedicated to ladies 

with the second edition of Le Temps est féminin, a 

world exclusivity gathering together an exclusive 

collection of ladies’ timepieces, such as the ultra-rare 

Serpenti Bulgari Black Mamba and a special collection 

of Piaget watches. » 

 

Marie Sanna-Legrand, Director  

 

 

 

Amongst the oldest pieces, astute collectors will admire a 

rare and excellently preserved pink gold Audemars Piguet 

pocket watch, of which the movement was created in 1924. 

 

Another highly coveted set, a selection of vintage Rolex 

watches will be presented including a magnificent Daytona 

chronograph aka « Paul Newman » in its primary version 

from 1967, ref 6239 with a black dial, €100,000 – 150,000 / 

$120,000 – 180,000. 

 

Patek Philippe fans will eagerly anticipate the beautiful 

selection from the Swiss manufacturer: the complications 

watch from the annual to perpetual calendar and also of 

the iconic pieces such as the Steel Chronograph with 

Breguet digit dial  

 

 

Amongst the fabulous lots displayed during this part of the 

auction, high-end men’s jewellery enthusiasts will 

undoubtedly appreciate two models in particular, a 19070’s 

quarts diamond Piaget equipped with a Beta 21 movement 

and a beautiful contemporary tourbillon watch by Breguet, 

a nod to the 2
nd

 opus of Le Temps est Féminin. 

 



 
 

 

Friday 20
th

 July at 11:30 am 

 

The Monaco event is always the perfect time to gather an 

exceptional array of Hermès bags, from iconic Birkin and 

Kelly to lesser known and sumptuous bags such as the 

Mumm in black box (estimate : €1,000 – 2,000 / $1,200 – 

2,300) or the green alligator Piano estimate between 

€2,000 – 4,000 / $2,500 – 4,700. 

 

 

« From the So Black to the Arlequin, the  

Hermès Summer Collection 2018 auction is 

guaranteed eclectic and fun for our ever increasingly 

cosmopolitan client base, aleays seeking an 

exceptional find. »   

 

Pénélope Blanckaert, Director 

Hermès Vintage & Fashion Arts 

 

 

Pénélope Blanckaert, director of the Hermès Vintage & 

Fashion Arts department offers a surprising collection. 

Unusual models will be highlighted in the Monaco sale, 

such as Plume 28 in orange ostrich and the Epsom white 

and gold calve skin Farming estimate €1,000 – 2,000/ 

$1,200 – 2,300. 

 

Birkin and Kelly will also be represented in unique or 

limited-edition models such as the multicolour Togo calve 

skin or its highly collectable counterpart So black, both 

undoubtedly the stars of the collection. (estimates: Birkin 

€10,000 – 20,000 /  $12,000 – 24,000 and the Kelly €15,000 

– 25,000 / $18,000 – 29,000). 

 

This season, Maxi and Mini sizes are both saught after :  

Haut à Courroie 45 to the Cadenas Kelly and the Birkin 25 

and Kelly 20. 

 

In closing, a selection of rare bags in more seasonal 

materials will be auctioned, such as Constance in chevron 

crinoline and gold ostrich (estimate: €7,500 –     13,500 /  

$8,800 – 16,000) , a Drag 35 in red box and H canvas or a 

Farming PicNic  in braided wicker and fauve Barénia 

calfskin, estimate €5,000 – 8,000 /$ 5,800 – 9,300, for the 

delight of Hermes enthusiasts seeking lesser known 

models.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Friday 20
th

 July at 2:30 pm  

 

Artcurial is delighted to introduce an auction dedicated to 

Collector pens. For the first time, writing instruments will 

be offered to our prestigious international clientele, 

completing this extraordinary luxury offer. 

 

 

« This summer auction will further increase our 

Monegasque speciality and introduce us to 

enthusiasts of all things beautiful, which undoubtedly 

include writing utensils. » 

 

Isabelle Boudot de La Motte,  

Auctioneer  

  

 

The most emblematic names of this specialty, Montblanc, 

Namiki, Cartier, Dupont, Montegrappa amongst many 

others will be highlighted through exceptional pieces, such 

as a Raphael Sanzio da Urbino pen, limited edition of the 

Artisan Collection of Montblanc, edited in 83 copies. 

Entirely in 18 carats gold, the body and the cap of the pen 

are covered with a watermark inspired by Renaissance 

aesthetics. This writing instrument presented in a special 

box is estimated 

€20,000 – 22,000 / $23,500 – 25,800  

 

Fountain pen enthusiasts will rediscover fabulous Michel 

Audiard or Jean-Pierre Lépine pens where creativity and 

expertise beckon you to immerse yourself into the art of 

penmanship.  

 

We must point out an exceptionally rare Jean-Pierre Lépine 

pen, the Graphyscaf, a limited-edition large size fountain 

pen issued in a series of 888 pieces, handcrafted in a single 

bar of stainless steel, gold plated attributes, 18 carat fine 

nib, piston filled using a track wheel. This a genuine work 

of art is estimated €4,500 – 5,000 / $5,300 – 5,900. 
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